Abstract-In this paper we propose a new diversity measure based on the correlation of bit strings for the analysis of Genetic Programming (GP) experiments. The diversity measure has been applied to analyse the impact of pruning on the diversity of a population during genetic programming and it's relation to the convergence time of the fitness function. To show the usability of the proposed diversity measure a GP experiment is introduced where simulated Jasmine robots have to learn a collison avoidance behaviour to find their way through a maze. A full analysis of this experiment is given with different fixed pruning strategies in respect to the population diversity and fitness. The GP has been done on behaviour-based robot controllers implemented in MDL2 . MDL2 has the advantage that it provides a very compact bit string representation of the control programme, which can be used for diversity analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with a new measure for diversity of programms represented as an opcode base bytecode for the analysis of populations in Genetic Programming and the effect of pruning on this diversity measure during Genetic Programming.
There are basically two approaches in the general understanding of diversity: behavioural diversity and structural diversity. Structural diversity relies on the shape of the underlying tree model that describes an individual's plan. It measures the differences of the genotype. Differences in nodes, subtrees or the tree as a whole, may be indicative for structural diversity. For instance, Ekárt et al. proposed a diversity measure in [5] , that utilizes structural deflections in tree shapes and node contents. Behavioural diversity is based on differences of the pheontype. It is correlated to structural diversity, as behavioural differences inherently implies also structural differences. The reversed case, however, must not apply. Often, fitness serves as an indication for behavioural disparities. A detailed analysis on diversity measures for Genetic Programming has been conducted by Burke et al. in [6] .
Relevant literature generally supports the assumption, that diversity is crucial for avoiding premature convergence towards local minima [5] , [7] . The evolutionary process is depending on an adequate preservation of variety within a population to perform an initial exploration of the search space.
In our studies Genetic Programming is based on MDL2 a behaviour-based robot programming language designed for robots with very limited resources equipped with μControllers running at a low clock frequency e.g. 8MHz with 8-16 kBytes of program memory and 1-2 kBytes of RAM [1] , [2] . A platform independent compiler translates a MDL2 plan given in the Extensible Markup Language (XML) to a byte code representation which is interpreted on the robots [3] . The diversity calculation is based on the bytecode produced by the compiler.
The implemented Genetic Programming framework comprises the byte code compiler, a Genetic Programming engine and a simulation environment for the Jasmine robots based on BREVE [4] .
We conducted several Genetic Programming runs on a rather simple problem to test the efficiency of the proposed diversity measure. During the experiments the robots had to learn how to cross a little maze without colliding with each other. Those runs have been performed with and without pruning of not used parts of the MDL2 plans.
The paper has the following structure. In section II we are going to introduce MDL2 . Afterwards in sections III and IV we explain how we calculate the diversity of programms implemented in MDL2 . Section V deals with the Genetic Programming experiments conducted and section VI gives an analysis of the effect of pruning on the diversity of MDL2 plans. In the last section we give a conclusion and some future directions.
II. THE χτ νδ δ MOTION DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE 2

A. Overview
The χτ νδ δ Motion Description Language 2 (MDL2 ) has its origin in MDLe [8] , an extension of MDL [9] . MDLe was first introduced by Manikonda et al. in 1998 . The idea of MDLe is to provide a framework for behaviour-based robot programming, which integrates kinematic and dynamic models of robots in terms of differential equations. This enables the framework to combine control theoretic with reactive planning approaches. MDLe is formalized through a kinetic state machine (a continuous finite automaton) which specifies the life cycle of an agent. It incorporates real time sensor information through interrupts, which enable or disable the execution of robot behaviours.
B. MDL2 Primitives
MDL2 implements the fundamental components of MDLe like Atoms and Behaviours. However, these primitives proved to be insufficient for the needs of practical computer programmers. Therefore, MDL2 introduces further primitives that simplify the design and programming of robot routines.
1) MDL2 Atoms and Interrupts:
The fundamental components of MDL2 are MDL2 Atoms and interrupt expressions. Atoms are primitives that constitute basic robot operations like turning or moving.
An Atom consists of a meaningful and unique name like AMOVE FWD followed by an interrupt, optional arguments and a timeout value the duration.
Interrupts are boolean expression. They are composed of basic interrupts, constants, variables and fundamental boolean and comparison operators.
Basic interrupts are boolean variables. The only states they can adopt to are true and false. An example of a basic interrupt is ISPACEL. It takes the value of logical one if there is more space on the agent's left-hand side than on its right-hand side. Otherwise it takes the value of logical zero. Basic interrupts are assembled to more complex interrupt expressions by the logical operations NOT, AND and OR. Basic variables are 8-bit unsigned integers. They represent state information like the agent's energy level (VENERGY) or its last sensor values (VSENSOR). Basic variables are correlated with the relational operations equal (EQ), greater equal (GEQ), and greater than (GT).
Optional arguments specify control parameters of an Atom. They are Atom dependent and could for example determine the rotational and translational speed of an agent.
Duration specifies a timeout value, to define the maximal number of time units that the corresponding MDL2 primitive is allowed to stay within the execution stack. If the primitive exceeds its timeout value, it is interrupted by the scheduler.
Atoms and interrupts set up the foundation of MDL2 . This primitives are used to build more complex structures like MDL2 Behaviours, Multiplicities, Unions or Random Unions.
2) MDL2 Behaviours: Behaviours represent higher level robot actions. They can comprise every component of MDL2 , including other Behaviours. The interaction of the individual components creates the desired bearing.
As Atoms, Behaviours are defined through a unique name, followed by an interrupt and a timeout value. In between the Behaviour body, any other MDL2 component may occur to achieve a specific action.
3 MDL2 Random Unions facilitate randomness during the selection process of MDL2 components. Within the body of a Random Union all kind of MDL2 components can be placed, one of those will be selected randomly. As with Unions, the control flow continues afterwards with the next node following the Random Union.
In oder to specify the selection probability of each MDL2 element within a Random Union, we introduce a probability parameter. Each element of a Random Union is extended with the probability parameter which defines the probability distribution of the action selection process. The action selection process then follows equation 1.
The selection probability of element i is given by p(i), where ρ(i) corresponds to its probability value. The number of MDL2 components within a Random Union is given by N . Other selection methods like softmax action selection or -greedy can be thought of. However, as the selection mechanism has no direct influence on the crossover or mutation operators and therefor does not influence the exploration vs. exploitation problem, as it does in Reinforcement Learning [10] , is the used straight-forward action selection sufficient.
4) MDL2 Plan:
The MDL2 Plan node represents the frame of a MDL2 program. It is the root element of every program and contains all other MDL2 elements. There is exactly one Plan element in each MDL2 program.
A Plan node acts in MDL2 like an infinite Multiplicity. Whenever the complete program has been traversed by the scheduler, execution is restarted at the Plan primitive. Figure 1 shows the resulting MDL2 tree model generated from an XML-file. The introduction of the Multiplicity is superfluous, as the Plan node already guarantees the same behaviour. However, it is displayed to clarify the representation of a Multiplicity within the tree model. Consequently, the comprehension of diversity within MDL2 differentiates behaviours not on their outcome, that In general, we measure the similarity between two individuals based on the amount of matching XML nodes and the length of the matching at any position within the XMLfile. The more nodes match and the more consecutive nodes participate in a matching the higher is the similarity, which leads to less diversity.
Before applying a similarity measure on MDL2 , the XML model must be transformed to a bit string representation. This simplifies the matching process and enables a faster identification of diversity. MDL2 already provides a transformation from the MDL2 XML model to MDL2 byte code [3] . The byte code representation transforms an MDL2 XML model, to a corresponding bit string representation. In conjunction with similarity, it is necessary to shorten the representation of some information or omit the information at all. Otherwise, the encoding would be dominated by bit strings that have no expressiveness concerning the similarity. For instance, the encoding of MDL2 Behaviours includes a 16 bit address of its location within the byte code. This information has no relevance in connection with the similarity and is therefore omitted.
IV. SIMILARITY AND POPULATION DIVERSITY CALCULATION
A. Pairwise Similarity 1) Cross-Correlation: Similarity calculation for two individuals is done on their associated and modified MDL2 byte code. Let byteCode a (k) and byteCode b (j) denote the byte code values on position k and j of individual a and b. Then, the initial step of similarity calculation is given by equation 2. For the whole paper is without loss of generality assumed that the byte code of individual b is shorter than the byte code of individual a.
Equation 2 describes a cross-correlation with the logical operator XNOR. Equation 3 evaluates to 1 if and only if byteCode b (j) and byteCode a (j + k) mod |byteCode a | are equal, where |byteCode a | is the number of bits in the string. Without the weight factor (1 + α), cc a,b (k) represents the number of matching bits, when aligning the byte code of individual b with the byte code of individual a at position byteCode a (k). Through the modulo operation, overlapping byte code bits are cut off and matched with individual a's beginning. The weighting factor (1 + α), introduces an exponential growth of cc a,b (k), when successfully matching a whole bit sequence. d j is initially set to 0, recursively increased for each matching and reset to 0 again when a mismatch occurs.
An upper bound for cc a,b (k) is set by equation 4. 2) Normalisation: A simple method for normalisation would divide cc a,b (k) by cc max a,b . This, however, has several disadvantages due to the exponential growth of d j and the resulting large value of cc max a,b . Choosing the α to large can lead to the suppression of significant information. The longest matching within cc a,b would dominate all other shorter matchings and avoid their contribution to the similarity measure. Furthermore, it is not possible to compare the pairwise similarity of individuals, to compute the mean similarity of a population. The normalised value of cc a,b (k) would not be meaningful if the sizes of the corresponding individuals' byte codes differ.
On these accounts, another method for normalisation has been deployed. It first determines the corresponding amount of bits that caused the value of cc a,b . Thereby, it is not differentiated between several small matchings or just a single big one. The accumulated reward cc a,b (k) of all matchings is taken and resolved to the number of bits that would create its value. This gives credit to the application of parameter α. With a low value of α, short matchings are able to influence the outcome of the calculations. Higher values of α suppress this information and result in a domination of longer matchings. In order to pay attention to the different byte code sizes within a population, a further normalisation step is necessary. It considers the byte code size of individual b as well as its ratio related to individual a's byte code size.
The number of matchings that are in accordance with cc a,b (k) is calculated in equation 5.
Formula 5 is derived from equation 4. It preserves the shape of cc a,b , except for a logarithmic compression in its height. The idea behind cc a,b (k) is to limit the range of its values and give credit to the reward of smaller matchings in dependency of α.
Let us consider the values of cc a,b and cc a,b on position k as an example. cc a,b (k) describes the reward that is received when matching individual b's byte code with individual a's, starting from bit k of a and bit 1 of b. Depending on the value of α, it is now possible to determine the influence of shorter matchings on the overall reward cc a,b (k) and cc a,b (k). If the value of α tends to zero, no additional reward is put on long consecutive matchings. Consequently, the values of cc a,b (k) and cc a,b (k) coincide and evaluate to the actual number of matchings. It makes no difference if the matching consists of many small ones or just of a single long one. This changes, when α tends to infinity. Then , cc a,b (k) also tends to infinity, but cc a,b (k) evaluates to the size of the longest matching at position k. Shorter matchings lose importance, as their low reward does not contribute to cc a,b (k). The considerations are summarised in equation 6, where mc(k) is the cumulative amount of all matchings and ml(k) the size of the longest matching when aligning at position k within individual a's byte code.
Together mc(k) and ml(k) describe an upper and lower bound for cc a,b (k) (equation 7).
B. Population Similarity
In order to apply the similarity measure to a population, the different similarity values of two individuals in each case must be comparable. cc a,b is depending on the byte code sizes of a and b. As seen in equation 7, mc represents an upper bound for cc a,b with a maximal value that corresponds to the shorter individual's byte code size. A normalisation is given by 
Finally, the similarity between individual a and b is calculated by accumulating all values of cc 
After determining the pairwise similarity can be used to estimate the population similarity. We calculate the pairwise similarity and compute its arithmetic mean. This gives an estimate of the similarity within a population. Let P op describe the set of individuals within a population and n the cardinal number of P op. Then, sim pop in equation 10 qualifies the diversity within a population.
C. Population Diversity Equation 10 describes a standardised similarity similar to standardised costs. Therefore, a hypothetical similarity value of zero corresponds to a totally diverse population, where none of the individuals has any bit in common with the other. Larger values correspond to a decreased diversity. In order to support readability, we calculate the diversity as a mirrored version of similarity, with an upper boundary of 1 for high diversity and 0 for no diversity. However, the previous definition of similarity does not limit its values to a range between 0 and 1. Larger values than 1 are possible, but not common. To solve this issue, it is argued that similarity values above 1 correspond to an extreme similarity of the plans within a population and may therefore summarised with a common value of 1. Assuming that a is the individual with the longer byte code size, then each individual b within the population would have on average a cumulated number of |byteCode a | matchings on arbitrary positions within another individual a. Considering, that in addition only those matchings are accumulated that represent outliers in terms of equation 9 and the average number of outliers is below a value of 2.5, the appearance of a similarity value above 1 may indeed count as a sign for extreme low diversity within a population. Consequently, the values of equation sim pop are transformed according to equation 11.
V. EXPERIMENTS In the maze experiment we investigate the evolution of a random walk behaviour, enabling the agent to navigate collision free through a maze in reasonable time. Figure 2 shows the maze structure for the experiment. Its design is derived from previous investigations and forces agents to rotate in both directions when walking towards the target area. A random walk behaviour that always rotates the agent in the same direction when approaching an obstacle, is not able to traverse the maze. With the given structure of the walls is it possible to implicitly define a fitness function by means of the environment. Agents that overcome the obstacles of the maze inherently allow an inference on their superior fitness. Weaker individuals get caught in the syphon like barriers.
For evolution, the following Atoms and interrupt expressions are at the genetic process' disposal. Agents are able to move forward (AMOVE FWD), stop (ASTOP) and rotate in both directions (AROT R and AROT L). Sensor inputs are interpreted by the interrupts ITRUE, ISPACEL and ICRIT-COLLISION. ITRUE evaluates always to true. ISPACEL returns true, when there is more space on the robots left hand side, than on its right hand side. ICRITCOLLISION is true, when the agent is in vicinity of an obstacle or another robot.
The plans evolved by Genetic Programming are evaluated with a standardised costs measure C total . This means, that lower costs values correspond with a better fitness, F itness = 1000 − C total . For simplicity, the costs function is divided into three weighted parts. Each part may obtain a value between zero (best) and one (worst). The different weights of the three parts have been determined experimentally.
20% of the overall costs are achieved by constant motion. Each execution of the Atom AMOVE FWD leads to a cost decrease. Let a move fwd denote the cumulated amount of calls to the Atom AMOVE FWD during the simulation and a all the amount of calls to Atoms in general. Then equation 12 represents the motion cost value C move .
Another 20% of the overall costs is directly correlated with the time that an agent needs to reach the target area. If the agent needs less than a specific threshold, it is assigned the best possible cost value of zero. Otherwise, its cost value increases linear in time. Let t be the required time to arrive at the target area, t threshold the threshold time and t sim the total time that the simulation is run. The cost fraction for the required time is then given by equation 13.
, if individual does not arrive at the target area (13) Finally, 60% of the total costs are contributed to the distance from the agent to the target area. Figure 2 illustrates the correlation between cost function and maze structure. An increasing x-value of the agent's position vector (X,y) directly correlates with approaching the target area. Therefore, x-value and costs value are connected through the piecewise defined function of equation 14. C distance (x) denotes the partial costs depending on the agent's x-position, where the x-position is normalised by the maximal x-bound of the stage with x = xposition x bound . (14) Figure 2 indicates the function boundaries with the dashed lines, which divide the maze into different cost areas. At the beginning are all agents randomly distributed in area 1 . A first decrease of costs is accomplished, when the initial obstacle was crossed and area 2 was entered. The next wall supports a behaviour that switches between left and right rotations. Behaviours that turn always in the same direction when approaching an obstacle fail here. Agents that arrive in area 3 are therefore rewarded with a tremendous decrease of costs. Area 4 holds another challenging task for the agents. First, they have to determine one of the two salient passages. Then, they have to avoid to turn around and drive back to the take-off area, when not detecting a passage at once. If an agent arrives at area 5 , it obtains therefore another cost decrease, until it finally reaches target area 6 . When entering area 6 , the agent is automatically stopped by the simulation and assigned the lowest cost value for C distance (x) and C move .
All three cost fractions (equations 12, 13 and 14) are summarised by equation 15. C initial corresponds to the initial cost value of 1000. Consequently, C total takes values between 0 (best) and 1000 (worst). 
Objective
Evolving a walking strategy for the maze of Figure 2 .
Atoms ASTOP, AMOVE FWD, AROT R and AROT L. Interrupts ITRUE, ISPACEL and ICRITCOLLISION.
Fitness cases
Randomly spread 15 individuals in the take-off area of the arena.
Fitness function
The closer and faster individuals are able to approach the target area the better fitness they gain. For a detailed description refer to equation 15.
Processing mode
Competing (robots in an arena have different plans).
Round duration 600 time units. An ideal plan needs approximately 300 time units to traverse the maze.
Individuals per arena 15
Arenas per round 63 (63 · 15 = 945 individuals per round)
Selection mechanism Fitness proportionate
Crossover rate 70%.
Mutation rate
30%, where subtree and neighbour mutation are executed with same probability.
Within the first few rounds of the tournament C total is dominated by C move . The initial random population is not able to leave area 1 not to mention that any individual arrives at the target area. Therefore, C duration and C distance consistently evaluate to one and the selection process is driven by C move . This yields to a reinforced development of motion within the first generations. Before agents are able to successfully leave area 1 , they must evolve collision avoidance, one of the most basic behaviours. From the time when the individuals successfully avoid obstacles and other robots, they begin to proceed to the next areas. Henceforth, at first C distance and later C duration increasingly dominate the overall cost function. Without C move it is in the majority of cases not possible to evolve a walking strategy for the maze, as the selection mechanism has no indication of superior individuals within the first generations. Table I summarises the settings for the maze experiment.
VI. EFFECTS OF PRUNING ON DIVERSITY
A. Pruning
Pruning removes parts of an MDL2 plan that have not been used by the individual during the fitness evaluation run. This is done by counting how often a node has been visited during the execution. If pruning is performed on a plan all nodes that have never been visited will be removed from the plan before a new population is generated from the previous one.
B. Analysis 1) Diversity:
A series of ten Genetic Programming runs for each maze simulation setup was conducted to evaluate the effects of pruning on population diversity as expressed by equation 11. The simulation setups follow Table I , but differ in their pruning frequency. It is distinguished between pruning after each round, pruning in intervals of five rounds and no pruning at all. Furthermore, all simulations are executed with fitness proportionate selection [11] . Before calculating the diversity of a population, nodes that have not been executed are removed from the plan. Consequently, only those parts of the plan that affect the actions of an agent are influencing the diversity measure, which corresponds to our definition of diversity. The diversity measure is configured with m = 3 and α = 0.1. Assuming that the values of cc norm a,b
are normally distributed, a value of m = 3 incorporates a data point for diversity calculation only, when it does not belong to the 99.73% of data points that are closest to the corresponding arithmetic mean. The value of α = 0.1 is experimentally motivated and allows a sufficient degree of influence for shorter matchings on the diversity measure.
The data taken from the simulation is evaluated with the box-and-whisker diagram. It describes the data set through its five-number summary of minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile and maximum. The box is bounded by the upper and lower quartile. The line inside the boxes indicates the median. When a data point lies more than 1.5 times the interquartile range (upper quartile − lower quartile) above or below the upper or lower quartile, it is considered an outlier and marked with a +. Whiskers are dashed lines rooting from the box. They indicate the limit of points that are not outliers. Figures 3(a), 3(b) , and 3(c) display the box-and-whisker diagrams for diversity. All plots show a tendency of decreasing diversity in the course of the simulation. This is typical for a Genetic Programming run and represents the convergence against an area within the search space. However, the decrease of diversity significantly differs, comparing the three simulation setups. Due to the initial random tree generation, the diversity value of all plots is with 0.82 about the same at the beginning. When pruning is set aside, simulations show the strongest decrease in diversity of all three test cases. It drops after six rounds to a value around 0.5, where it stays until round 25. There another drop to 0.4 can be observed. A reason for this behaviour constitutes the relatively high proportion of unexecuted lines of code within unpruned plans. Those code parts that are executed during simulation and subject to the diversity measure, often remain untouched of the genetic operations. Instead, mutation and recombination are performed on the unexecuted parts. Accordingly, the executed code parts of the offsprings most likely present exact copies of the ones from their parents and diversity decreases.
Pruning can be used to regulate this behaviour. Before Genetic Programming applies mutation or recombination on an individual, all unexecuted lines of code are removed. Hence, the genetic operators directly work on the relevant code parts, which are later determining the diversity measure. Hence, diversity with pruning stays on average above a value of 0.6. Especially within the first generation avoids continuous pruning, Figure 3(c) , a drastic drop of diversity compared to no pruning, Figure 3 Pruning took place after gen-eration 6, 11, 16, 21 and 26. Except for generation 27, pruning created an immediate increase in diversity for each directly following generation. As for no pruning, Figure 3(b) shows the same dramatic diversity decrease within the first generations. However, the first application of pruning after generation 6 stops the diversity drop and stabilises its value around 0.6.
The diagrams indicate, that pruning is of special importance within the first generations. It reduces the initial diversity drop and therefore supports an explorative search of the solution space. This enables Genetic Programming to embrace larger parts of the solution space within the evolution, which ultimately results in better solutions.
2) Fitness: Figures 3(d) , 3(e), and 3(f) visualise the cost performance of a generation's best individuals with pruning, pruning in intervals of five generations and no pruning at all.
The diagrams describe a clear performance improvement when using pruning. Eight out of ten tournaments develop a highly fit individual with a standardised costs below 200 after the first eight generations. This development is twice as fast as the development without pruning. It is not until generation 16, when the no pruning strategy exhibits a similar fitness performance. Furthermore, pruning manages to evolve an adequate random walk behaviour for all 10 tournaments. This is not achieved without pruning, where two tournaments fail in the development of a suitable solution.
Pruning in intervals of five generations, does not evidence any major benefit for the performance. However, the average costs of the complete generation describes with obvious leaps the execution of pruning. Surprisingly, pruning leads in all cases to a minor increase of costs. The reason for this behaviour is up to the fact that pruning forces Genetic Programming to operate on the previously executed code parts. The majority of those code fragments remained untouched for the last generations. Now, Genetic Programming alternates them all at once. On the one hand, this yields with the utmost probability to an alternation of the previously executed behaviour and increases chances to enable some of the individuals to develop superior fitness characteristics. On the other hand, Genetic Programming is in the majority of the cases not able to instantly improve an individual's fitness, which leads to the described increase of costs.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The analysis of pruning proved that it possesses superior characteristics in terms of diversity, code utilisation and fitness. Especially within the first generations, pruning is of special importance. It significantly improves diversity, which supports an initial explorative search of the solution space. This enables Genetic Programming to include a broader range of the search space within the genetic process and ultimately results in an enhanced fitness performance. Furthermore, pruning decreases the average code size while it simultaneously increases its utilisation. This forces Genetic Programming to apply the genetic operators on executed code parts, which accelerates evolution by reducing neutral evolution. However, neutral evolution may not be an disadvantage. It could lead to an improvement in a later state of the evoultion by introducing altered but not so far used code parts. Those parts could lead to an increased fitness. Therefor, could the amount of individuals that are pruned before crossover and mutation be possibly adjusted. This would keep parts actively in the population, which are subject to neutral evolution.
Pruning in intervals of five generations, however, showed no beneficial characteristics in terms of fitness compared to no pruning. It fails to influence the genetic process within the first generations and cannot regain the lost time.
It is also to mention that the plans evolved during GP were similar and even identical to the plans we used for random walk in our experiments with real Jasmine robots. The evolved behaviours could be transfered to the real robot without any problems.
An alternative to continuous pruning, provides an adaptive pruning approach. Instead of a constant pruning interval, pruning is applied in dependence of the current diversity. This is the major intention why this diversity measure has been designed and implemented. Investigations on the applicability of this approach are subject to future studies and will be evaluated on more complex problems as random walk.
